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INTRODUCTION
Interpolation is an extremely important feature of the entire computer numerical control system. The traditional point by point comparison method is mainly used for the earlier hard-line CNC systems, and stepper motor is used to drive generally [1] . The implementation method of this algorithm is relatively simple, which usually only through the addition and shift operations can complete the interpolation and it has been widely used in graphics devices and CNC machine tools. Now the NC materials still spend a lot of chapters on this algorithm because understand the algorithm is beneficial to learn other more complex interpolation algorithm [2] . However, the interpolation algorithm is gradually replaced by other algorithms due to slow velocity of interpolation and poor straight smoothing itself. Whether foreign or domestic, high precision, high speed and new interpolation algorithm (software) have been efforts to break through the difficulties of the researchers, but also the confidential technical core that various CNC companies try their best to protect. Such as Siemens, Fanuc CNC system, many of its features are open to the users, but the interpolation software never open to their users [3] .
The inscribed chord method is the one that using the adjacent chord between the two sampling points in the curve to approximate the corresponding curve [4] [5] . And the interpolation points must satisfy two conditions, one is that the interpolation point should be located on the interpolation curve, the coordinates of the point should meet the curve equation, another is that the distance between the current interpolation point with a previous one should meet the feed rate requirements. One equation group that consist of two equations can be obtained according to these two conditions. Solving this equation group, and based on a given approximation error, the coordinates of the interpolation point can be got. Generally speaking, the equation group is more complex as to a general quadratic curve, and only iterative method for solving the calculation, which is timeconsuming, and not suitable for real-time interpolation [6] .
Another idea of a transformation that is calculated by the method of curve intersection interpolation points, the current interpolation point is the cross point belonging to the interpolated curve and the circle whose center and radius is the previous interpolation point and the interpolation segment length [8] [9] [10] . But there is not much researchers doing their work in this method. In this case, this paper put forward the error judgment that base on the method which mentioned above. Simulate on MATLAB and the results show that the new method has improved interpolation speed and has a better flexibility.
II. IMPROVED INSCRIBED CHORD INTERPOLATION
The improved internal chord interpolation method is shown as follows in Fig.1 , take a certain point of the trajectory of the ideal interpolation as a starting interpolation point, and decide the end point. Consider the starting interpolation point as the center, the interpolation segment length r is the radius of the circle intersect with the ideal interpolation trajectories. The intersection obtained above, which is the next interpolation point. Detect whether the intersection is within the allowable error range or not. If it does, take the intersection as the center of the circle, and the interpolation line segment length of radius r round continues with the ideal interpolation trajectories intersect; If it does not, then this intersection, the ideal interpolation point on the trajectory of the center, the interpolation segment length r, which is the radius of the circle, continue intersects with the ideal curve at the same time, detecting whether to arrive the end of this cycle, obtaining all interpolation points. The working process of improved inscribed string interpolation method needs to pass to five steps which are circle center determination, curve intersection, error judgment, coordinate feed, end judgment. And its working process is shown in fig.2 . 
III. IMPROVED INSCRIBED CHORD CIRCULAR ARC INTERPOLATION
The simulation uses point by point comparison method for linear interpolation and point by point comparison method for circular arc interpolation as reference, interpolates the line OA and the arc AB respectively, programs and simulates on MATLAB. The step length is one in the new interpolation method.
A. Linear interpolation
Assume the line OA is the one processed, the starting point is at origin, the coordinate of the end, 4 e x = , 3 e y = , so the judgment value of end can be set as this: 7 7 e e E x y = + = . At the beginning, the deviation is 0. According to the Point by point comparison Algorithm, the interpolation trajectory of the line OA is shown in Fig. 4 . For the same processed line OA, improving method for inscribed chord interpolation can be used. The starting point of the coordinate is (0, 0), the end point is (4, 3) . According to the discrimination of the end, the error range is 0.5%. The process of improving method for inscribed chord interpolation is listed in Table I . According to the operation of Table I , the trajectory of improving method for inscribed chord linear interpolation is shown in Fig.5 . 
B. Circular Arc Interpolation
Assume that the anticlockwise arc ⌒ AB wanted to process is in the first quadrant. The coordinate of the starting point A is (4,0), the coordinate of the end is (0,4) , the judgment value of the end, E=-x i -x o -+-y i -y o -=8. According to the Point by point comparison Algorithm, the interpolation trajectory of the arc ⌒ AB is shown in Fig. 6 . For the same circular arc ⌒ AB processed, improving method for inscribed chord interpolation is used. Namely the starting point of the coordinate is (4, 0), the end point is (0, 4). According to the finishing point judgment, the error range is 0.5%. The new interpolation method of arc interpolation operation process is shown in TABLE II. According to the operation of Table IV , the Circular arc interpolation trajectory of point by point comparison method is shown as Fig. 7 . According to the simulation trajectory diagrams, the experimental results of two kinds of interpolation algorithms are listed in TABLE III. Improved inscribed chord interpolation algorithm has moderate improvement in interpolation speed and accuracy ， compared to point by point comparison method，which has certain significance. Nevertheless point by point comparison method is relatively simple, using addition and shift operation method only can complete interpolation usually. But the use of fold line approximating curve, also string included, leading to low precision interpolation and a big approximate error. In addition, discriminant derivation of point by point comparison method is based on quadrant division. Therefore, each quadrant have their own discriminant and different traveling direction, which brings a lot of inconvenience to the interpolation operation. Namely before the interpolation, judge the quadrant in which the segment stays according to the trend of the segment, and then choose the different interpolation formulas to carry out operation. However, the improved inscribed chord interpolation method, which is a kind of unified algorithm, simplifying the algorithm program and improving interpolation speed without considering quadrant relationships.
During the working process of high-speed CNC punch press, oscillation and external factors happened inevitably. While in the interpolation process, small oscillation can make the interpolation points deviate, thus affecting the entire interpolation results and making product quality poor. The new interpolation method with error detection added, automatically choose the point qualified as new interpolation points, on condition that the deviation error of the interpolation points is in the allowable ranges due to factors such as machine shock deviation error bounds, thus providing more security in the precision.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper mainly studies the concrete realization of the internal chord interpolation algorithm. A new interpolation method is proposed on the basis of the study of the traditional interpolation methods, ideas and feasibility of the new interpolation method are analyzed. Circular arc interpolation and linear interpolation are realized through MATLAB simulation, also with the traditional point by point comparison method compared. The simulation results show that the improved inscribed chord interpolation speed of quadratic curve interpolation is fast and has good flexibility itself, which is a interpolation algorithm worthwhile realtime interpolation operation. Of course, in the modern manufacturing industry, the surface processing and quality requirements continue to increase, leading a higher and higher interpolation speed. But speed and accuracy are two mutual restriction factors, interpolation accuracy decrease corresponding to the interpolation speed increase on the circumstance that interpolation frequency is limited by hardware conditions. Therefore, pretreatment or real-time prospective method can be used to simplify the interpolation algorithm, thus speeding up the interpolation speed, which is the further research work needs to be done.
